McGovern, Shapp, Kennedy to Visit Downtown Today

By BEN GINSBERG

Presidential aspirant George McGovern, Sen. Harris Wofford and Sen. Edward Kennedy are expected to be in downtown Pittsburgh today with an afternoon rally in mind and a state of the art designed in further his bid for Pennsylvania's 27th district vote.

The highlight of the Democratic candidates' time in the City of Brotherly Love will be a 4:30 rally at Broad and Chemical streets, just two blocks from City Hall, according to a spokesman. The city's largest gathering will also feature Sen. Milton Shapp, Philadelphia Democratic City Commissioner Chairman Peter J. Camiel and Wendall Young, founder of the Philadelphia Retail Credit Union and local labor spokesmen for the McGovern campaign.

Immediaterial following the rally McGovern will visit two close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends, close friends.

Kennedy has been accompanying McGovern to his campaign swing through the state of Pennsylvania since the Democratic National Convention, according to a spokesman for the McGovern campaign.

A rally for the incumbent president Nixon will be held in the area tonight at the Arena in downtown Pittsburgh.

Two previous Democratic presidential candidates have visited downtown Pittsburgh, but none has generated more support than Kennedy or Nixon. Before arriving in Philadelphia Monday, McGovern went to the Northeast. On Tuesday, the two were in the city center.

President Nixon's campaign. McGovern will hold a series of nighttime rallies in the area, an hour rally in Kennedy Square. A moratorium rally has been called for Tuesday night in Kennedy Square.

In addition to the two previous occasions, McGovern will hold a series of meetings with local Democratic party leaders and local leaders whose support his campaign needs.

McGovern's campaign in the Pittsburgh area.

The highlight of the Democratic candidates' visit to Pittsburgh will be a 4:30 rally at the Arena in downtown Pittsburgh on Nov. 6 and supported himself in the Westside of the city.

However, there is a mix of different University groups. On the other hand, the University of Minnesota will have been used on Nov. 6 and supported himself in the Westside of the city.

Powelton Citizens Seek HUD Action

To Prevent Neighborhood Demolition

By BOB GROSCH

Two Powelton area citizens organizations will file a complaint with two of the Department of Housing and Urban Development officials who requested an investigation into the demolition of the University of Pennsylvania campus.

Two Powelton area citizens organizations, the Powelton Area and the Summer-Winter Open Association, have been criticized by the New York Times, continues to maintain that the University is not acting in good faith.

According to a survey conducted by the University of Pennsylvania, the University is not acting in good faith.

A complaint has been filed with the Department of Housing and Urban Development officials who requested an investigation into the demolition of the University of Pennsylvania campus.

The University is not acting in good faith.

The complaint is a result of a dispute with the RHS, which has been criticized by the New York Times, continues to maintain that the University is not acting in good faith.

To Prevent Neighborhood Demolition

By IRA CAPLAN
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Mc Govern vawons on women's rights

By Rose Weiler

McGovern's alleged position on abortion was a subject of hot debate at the convention. He is said to have changed his mind on this issue completely, from stating that there should be no restriction on abortion, to stating that the issue should be an "open question." In fact, it is said that he has been "on both sides of the abortion issue."

However, in a speech to the University City Science Library, McGovern stated that he would have no "open question" about abortion, but would rather have a "final decision" on the issue.

In any case, McGovern's alleged position on abortion is now being debated at the convention. Some say that he has "changed his mind," while others say that he has "stated his position."

The convention has been heated over this issue, with many people expressing their opinions and beliefs on the matter. The convention will continue to be debated until a final decision is made.

Avoid the landlord rip-off

By Ken Kilminik and Frank Rapoport

The Fair Housing Act of 1972 is in effect, but landlords are still being served with notices to repair broken windows and holes in the walls. These notices are usually served by the city's Department of Housing and Community Development, which is located in Room 23, Irvine, is working in this direction.

The Fair Housing Act of 1972 makes it illegal for landlords to discriminate against tenants because of their race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or familial status. It also makes it illegal for landlords to charge different rent for different reasons, such as because a tenant is black or white, or because a tenant is a student or a non-student.

In order to avoid the landlord rip-off, you should make sure that you understand your rights under the Fair Housing Act. You should also check the lease and put your initials next to the terms that you have agreed to in the lease.

Letter policy

The Daily Pennsylvania newspaper welcomes comments and criticism on issues of public interest. Our policy is to make sure that our letters are on-topic, well-written, and free of personal attacks. We reserve the right to edit letters, and we reserve the right to refuse to publish letters that are deemed inappropriate or offensive.
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Houston Hall Problems

(Continued from Page 1)

day mentioned above, 50 percent were undergraduate, and 35 percent were graduate students.

In addition, it is clear that there are a large number of events held at the Union. In the school year 1971-72, in Houston Hall and from 26 of 60 events held at other (faculty, staff, etc.) the Union. In the school year there is no money from any way statistics are available) there is an average of 9 a day.

1971-72, in Houston Hall and Room is provided for upkeep of the building, but no funds are supplied for the support of activities. Salaries of employees are paid by the University, and a rather meager sum the University source given to Houston referenda was held on a proposal recommended by the referendum would have generated about $50,000 per year. According to Codding, $1.1 million is needed for remodeling. This figure would include air conditioning for the active building, which Coding said would make Houston Hall, along with a student center, an ideal convention center, and thus an income generating source for the future months. Coding said that it would be possible to complete the extensive renovation program with the money supplied by the referendum proposal.

Mrs. Emerson said another problem in the referendum was that it is unfair to students to run an extra financial burden on future students of the next ten years.

Schutte Wins Tenure Bid

(Continued from Page 1)

Students went so far as to visit University trustees in the University's building, but no funds are supplied for the support of activities. Salaries of employees are paid by the University, and a rather meager sum the University source given to Houston referenda was held on a proposal recommended by the referendum would have generated about $50,000 per year. According to Codding, $1.1 million is needed for remodeling. This figure would include air conditioning for the active building, which Coding said would make Houston Hall, along with a student center, an ideal convention center, and thus an income generating source for the future months. Coding said that it would be possible to complete the extensive renovation program with the money supplied by the referendum proposal.

Mrs. Emerson said another problem in the referendum was that it is unfair to students to run an extra financial burden on future students of the next ten years.
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Cultural Center's new concept is as they use the facilities.

Now "Courage College" (340 South Seventh St.) fosters the "special concept" in the main innovation of the Thematic College on Courage in, under the American Guarantee of the Thematic College of the United States Institution. A private endowed by the University of Exh. It. Case also aided in financing the trip and in updating the library at Pennsylvania.

The University's collection is only partially on display. An additional plan to acquire the thousand annual limited edition books for the New Students and 30% high school traditionalists, and interested adults asked "The Merion Edition" to aid the museum in some of the best traditional books involved in the collection of such a large archaeological collection.
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Recreation Department Initiates Fees

compensate for stolen towels and of tennis and squash courts, lockers, McCollum, Director of Recreation.

Marking the first time students Last year. McCollum said, the

9 p.m.
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Come spend a relaxing and enjoyable evening with an organization that has something to offer everyone.

Recreation hopes to control this and McCollum added, "The best way is to put a per cent of available court space.

Tennis courts, however, can be reserved for one dollar. Unreserved courts are distributed free of charge on a first-come-first-serve basis.

The department is also reneeing the student emotional stress fee of the Recreation Building. This money is added to the student's account and from this account the student can purchase guest passes to the Recreation Building. Three classes at Haltman, Gimbels, and Neiman Marcus cover a wide range of events from water safety to aerobics for women. Registration for classes begins today and sessions begin on Friday.
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Sight Editor

ELBIE MORKIRA

Copy Editor
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DO MEN FIGHT?

An interdisciplinary program at Penn studies the question. Depending to make it available to you on the syllabus of the Departments of Anthropology, History, Military History, and Political Science. The program is sponsored by the University Committee on Social Education. The program investigates fundamental causes of war with a view to developing new conceptual bases on which to build a more just and stable international order.

FALL COURSES

Miilsci 116: Men, Women, and Aggression

Miilsci 321: Man in Conflict

SPRING COURSES

Miilsci 112: Creativity and Conflict

Miilsci 122: Science and War

Students interested in independent study or independent majors focusing on conflict should contact Dr. C. Kirkland at 504-7757


Why do men fight?

A new interdisciplinary program at Penn studies the question. Depending to make it available to you on the syllabus of the Departments of Anthropology, History, Military History, and Political Science. The program is sponsored by the University Committee on Social Education. The program investigates fundamental causes of war with a view to developing new conceptual bases on which to build a more just and stable international order.
Class of '75 Primes For Penn Grid Drive

By DAVE CHANDLER

Joe Bruggeman within the only college football coach would choose to hire a freshman when the option presented itself. The following are some of his reasons:

1. He has a percent chance of winning.
2. He's never been through a season.
3. He's never been hurt.

Did you know that the Class of '75 Primes, later, Collins was merely an alternate and Samara was back home in Brooklyn didn't put too much stock in all this; one bumped hurdle and a hamstring in the country last spring, and local soothsayers decided that the pair, ranking collegiate decathlon and 400 meter hurdles performers, respectively, his tenure as chief mentor; the first should find out whether or not he his Penn gridiron program run two but are also an integral part of that his opening point total (4134) highest opening point total (4134) opening point total (4134)
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